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Today the whole idea of gaming has taken an about turnabout due to the massive advancement in
technology. Gaming is now readily available and accessible through mobile phones. Apple iPhone is
one of the most enigmatic smart phones ever created! It has the most mesmerizing features,
attractive design, integrated camera, downloadable apps, and many more exciting features. The
world is still charmed by its impeccable offerings and functionalities even today. Looking at the
maddening rage over the iPhone, the iPhone application development industry brought with it
various applications that enhanced the functionality of iPhone furthermore and promised iPhone
users with improved performance. By and large, it was the iPhone gaming industry that largely
came up with fresh concepts of entertaining games as it is a pleasurable experience to play games
on the wide, fully touch display of the iPhone.

The Boxing game for iPhone comes power-packed with great features. It is a high quality gaming
application with accelerometer sensation that ensures a thrilling gaming experience. It is an easy to
use boxing game that keeps you engaged for long with the desire to create high score and a new
record. The game is simple yet attractive as its objective was to create a game for people of all age
groups. Here comes a game which is so simple that anybody can play it with ease. Boxing has 12
rounds and the score of each round gets summed up in the end. The user with the highest score
after 12 rounds will be declared a winner.

A feature like One Player has the Time/Sound functionality. Whereas the two players game feature
works on a peer-to-peer network topology, due to which both the players can play simultaneously.
After you have achieved the highest score, it is recorded worldwide and therefore the name of the
gamer is to be entered at the end of the game. Boxing app runs smoothly on iOS 3.0 or later and is
compatible with iPhone, iPod Touch and iPad. Compatible with all the top three devices of Apple,
this gaming app successfully manages to hold the interest of any gamer. To play this accelerometer
game you need to shake your iPhone from left to right to hit the punching bag.

It is through such easy to use and simple Boxing games that one can pass their time and get
entertained when alone. Professional iPhone boxing game developers work on the SDK (Software
development kit) day and night to built innovative and user-friendly games for users on an
international level. Because of this, both, the iPhone application development as well as the iPhone
game development have achieved substantial success and appreciation internationally.
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